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COLLECTION

Luxury Dispenser Collection

The evolution of sustainable luxury
We are all responsible for the health of our environment. Going green
has become not only a way of life, but the preferred way of conducting
business. Our comprehensive collection of dispensers makes it easy to
maintain a high level of luxury while also being environmentally
responsible.
By pairing high-quality fixtures with the sought-after brands that travellers
love, we can help you reduce waste, enjoy long-term savings and
elevate the perception of dispenser programs for your guests.

Making an impact
Environmentally, a dispenser program is estimated to save an average
of 113 kilos of plastic per year for a 140-room hotel. That equates to
approximately 23,000 single-use plastic bottles or tubes not going into
a landfill or recycling stream.

Benefits of Implementing a Dispenser Program:
 Eliminates one of a hotel’s greatest sources of single-use plastics
 Less liquid product is wasted — guests can use as much or as
little as desired
 Less time for housekeeping to prepare the room on a daily basis
 There are opportunities to reap significant economic savings in the
long term
 Larger bottles are easier to read and pumps are easier to use for
older guests
 More counter and sink space for guests

“Bulk liquids are no longer associated with poor quality.
Luxurious, naturally scented liquids formulated with natural
ingredients are available in bulk. With bulk liquids in your
dispenser, you pay only for what your guests use…not for
what is thrown away or taken away.”
– Green Lodging News

Polycarbonate
500ml
Dispenser
Our new polycarbonate dispenser is
lightweight, durable and affordable. Both
theft-resistant and tamper-proof, the
streamlined design ensures that your
chosen skincare brand is the focal point
of your guests’ experience and not the
bracket itself.

Polycarbonate 500ml Dispensers
Specifications

Volume:
Single Size:
Material:
Colour:

500ml / 16.91oz
H 25 cm x W 6.6cm x D 7.5cm
Polycarbonate
Black matte finish

Installation

Can be installed using silicone, 3M tape and/or screws. 3 wall
screws and mounting instructions included.

Benefits

 A fraction of the cost of a traditional metal bracket
 Available as a single bottle holder only, but innovative alignment
feature allows you to create any configuration you desire
 Black matte finish blends seamlessly with most decors
 Theft-resistant and tamper-proof design
 Fits a wide range of both fillable and non-fillable options
 Inserting, locking and refilling bottle can be completed with the
provided polycarbonate key
 Australian designed and owned

Brands Available:
 Sukin*
 ORANA
 First, We Clean

*Australian Made

Bulk 500ml
Dispenser
Bring style and value to your bathrooms
with our biggest bottle dispensing
option. The powder-coated finish can be
applied in black or white, adding a
fashionable touch to your green
initiatives, while the larger size allows
for greater savings on costs and
refilling time.

Bulk 500ml Dispensers
Specifications

Volume:
500ml / 16.91oz
Single Size: H 23.3cm x W 10cm x D 8.6cm
Double Size: H 23.3cm x W 20cm x D 8.6cm
Triple Size: H 23.3cm x W 24.6cm x D 8.6cm
Material:
Stainless Steel
Colour:
Powder-coated black

Installation

All screws, wall plugs, and an Allen key for inserting and removing
the bottles, are included.

Benefits

 Available as a single, double or triple bottle holder, allowing you
to design a configuration that best suits your needs
 Black or white powder-coated metal gives the unit a
contemporary look
 Anti-theft and tamper-proof design
 Fits a wide range of brands and products
 Inserting, locking and refilling bottle can be completed
 with the provided Allen key
 Designed and manufactured in Australia

Brands Available:
 Grown Alchemist*
 Ashley & Co.**
 Salus*
 Aspar*
 Ecoya*
 Sukin* (hand wash and sanitiser only)
*Australian made
**New Zealand made

Disappearing
Mini Bracket
Retail bottles are the star attraction with
individual stainless-steel mini brackets.
The hardware remains hidden behind
each bottle ensuring the branded
product is featured prominently for
guests.

Disappearing Mini Bracket
Specifications

Volume:
Single Size:
Material:
Colour:

360ml / 12.17oz
H 8 cm x W 2.7cm x D 2cm
Aluminium
Silver

Installation

Each disappearing mini bracket comes with 3M VHB adhesive
tape on the back for easy installation.

Benefits

A fraction of the cost of a traditional brackets
Available as a single bottle holder only
No need to damage tiles with screws
Compact design means bottles can go in tight spaces
The locked pump, non-refillable system means the bottles
are tamper-proof
 Theft-resistant
 Each bottle has a subtle viewing strip on the side so
housekeeping can easily monitor fill levels
 Inserting, locking and exchanging bottles can be easily
accomplished with the provided metal key







Brands Available:
 Gilchrist & Soames London Collection
 Gilchrist & Soames Reserve Collection
 Acca Kappa
 Guild+Pepper

Classic 300ml
Dispenser
Make a style statement in your
establishment’s bathrooms with a
contemporary, sleek chrome dispenser.
This green solution allows you to use
bulk refills and is perfect for showcasing
beautiful full-size products from your
chosen skin care range.

Classic 300ml Dispensers
Specifications

Volume:
300ml / 10.14oz
Single Size: H 16.8cm x W 3.8cm x D 5.5cm
Double Size: H 16.8cm x W 10.3cm x D 5.5cm
Material:
Stainless steel
Colour:
Chrome plated

Installation

All screws, wall plugs and an Allen key for inserting and removing the bottles
are included.

Benefits

 Available as a single or double bottle holder, allowing you to design a
configuration that best suits your needs
 Refined, high-quality chrome finish is easy to clean and wears well
 Anti-theft design
 Fits a wide range of brands and products
 Inserting, locking and refilling bottle can be completed with the provided
Allen key

Brands Available:
 Serendipity Skin Care*
 Subtle Energies*

*Australian made

100%
Recyclable ABS
Brackets
ABS brackets that are 100% recyclable
and designed to fit bottles that are made
from 100% recycled PET represent a
circular design approach. Products that
have a lifecycle without a beginning,
middle or end…what could be more
environmentally-friendly than that?

ABS Brackets
Specifications

Volume:
Single Size:
Material:
Colour:

370ml – 480ml / 12.51oz – 12.85oz
H 17.5cm x W 4.2cm x D 6.3cm
ABS thermoplastic
Black or white

Installation

Screws, wall plugs and 3M tape provided along with an ABS key to lock and
release the bracket.

Benefits

A fraction of the cost of a traditional brackets
Available as a single bottle holder only
Streamline, modern design in black or white finish
Brands offer different bottle shapes and design aesthetics
Anti-theft bracket holds non-refillable, tamper-proof bottles
Brands available all meet strict European formulation and environmental
guidelines
 Brackets and bottles are fully recyclable, and some are made with 100%
recycled PET








Brands Available:
 Anyah
 Geneva Green
 Prija

MOSAIC

The Beauty of Change
Great artists have always been innovators. They redefine beauty and change the way we see the world. The
artful design of the patented Mosaic dispensing solution is leading the way into a new era of responsible luxury.
Mosaic leads because it looks ahead, but overlooks nothing.
Understanding the value of branding, Mosaic allows for customization with your amenity brand or property.
Championing elegance in doing more with less, Mosaic enables sustainability to be both stylish and economical.
Celebrating both visual appeal and operational ease, Mosaic is designed to delight at every level, every day.

MOSAIC
Specifications
Volume:
Size:
Material:
Colour:

570ml / 19oz
12.9 cm x 5.8 cm x 13.4 cm
Eastman Tritan copolyester
High gloss white. Custom colours available

Installation

Wall or vanity mount with industrial two-sided tape for positioning and
waterproof silicone sealant for permanent attachment. Can be removed and
reattached without damaging surfaces. No screws or hardware needed.

Benefits











Tamper proof
Average use – 3 weeks average based on 85% occupancy
Discreet fluid level indicator
Once the level indicator shows a need to be refilled, there are 5-7 days of
use remaining
Easy to install, lock, remove, refill, exchange and clean
Customizable for either the amenity brand or hotel property
Matching vanity units are available
Made from shatter resistant, BPA-free material
Tested to 11,000 pumps without failure, representing 5 years of reliable
service
Designed and manufactured in Canada

Brands Available:
 Malin+Goetz
 Serendipity Skincare*
 Two Good Co.*
 Natura Bisse
*Australian made
“We searched for a high-end unit to put into the bathrooms of our historic,
luxury hotel, The Lenox. Sleek, luxurious, intuitive and tamper proof, this
amenity dispenser is the only one that we could pair with a luxury amenity
line to pamper our guests. The functionality and durability are second to none.”
– Scot Hopps, Director of Sustainability,
The Lenox Hotel, Boston MA

MOSAIC
Customisation

Artful solutions recognise life is infinitely variable so they incorporate
adaptability in both form and function. Designed in North America for the
world, Mosaic was created to live within any luxury bathroom environment.
Mosaic is exceptionally adaptable. We can customize Mosaic with a host of
options for combining colours, chrome plating and textures to match your
brand or décor. This inherent flexibility allows us to fashion Mosaic to
express any ambiance, whether your style is classic or rustic elegance, ecochic, traditional, or contemporary.

Classic

Chrome

Custom logo

Copper

Custom colour

Textured

In addition to the wall mount design, there is also a vanity mount
configuration for hand washes and lotions.

BRAND-SPECIFIC
DISPENSERS

Ashley & Co.
Specifications
Volume:
Single Size:
Material:
Colour:

500ml / 16.91oz
H 15cm x W 3.5cm x D 7.7cm
Moulded plastic
Matte black

Installation

Includes wall fixing kit with screws and instructions

Benefits

 Designed solely for use with Ashley & Co. 500ml bottles, with subtle logo
debossed on the side
 Available as a single bottle holder, allowing you to design a configuration
that best suits your needs
 More affordable and lighter than a metal bracket
 Compact and unobtrusive design
 Bottles can be refilled without being removed from the bracket

Grown Alchemist
Specifications

Volume:
Single Size:
Material:
Colour:

500ml / 16.91oz
H 16.5cm x W 8cm x D 9cm
Stainless steel
Matte black

Installation

Components Supplied Per Unit: 1 X Bottle Holder Fixture, 2 X Wall Plugs, 2 X Wall
Screws, 2 X Bottle Holder Base Screw, 1 X Allen Key

Benefits

 Available as a single bottle holder, allowing you to design a configuration that
best suits your needs
 Black matte powder coated finish
 Tamper proof
 Fits all 500ml Grown Alchemist products including hand wash and hand lotion
 Inserting, locking and refilling bottle can be completed with the provided Allen
key
 Grown Alchemist logo subtly engraved on the top of the unit

Two Good Co.
Specifications

Volume:
500ml / 16.91oz
Single Size: H 17cm x W 6cm x D 7.2cm
Double Size: H 17cm x W 14cm x D 7.2cm
Triple Size: H 17cm x W 22cm x D 7.2cm
Material:
Stainless steel
Colour:
Matte black

Installation

All necessary hardware for wall mounting included.

Benefits

 Available as a single, double or triple bottle holder, allowing you to
design a configuration that best suits your needs
 Powder-coated metal gives the unit a contemporary look
 Lockable anti-theft and tamper-proof design
 Designed and manufactured in Australia
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